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ABSTRACT

Quantum first passage problem (QUIPP) is formulated and solved in terms

of a constrained Feynman path integral. The related paradox of blocking of

unitary evolution by continuous observation on the system implicit in QUIPP is

triefly discussed.
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In ^ quantum first passage problem (.̂ UIPPl one is. interested In the

probability- of 'occurrence of a certain event of interest in a tine interval

(t,t+Atl for the first tine, given that the system waB prepared ut t = 0

in a prescribed initial state eft. The first passage problsm is a irell-knovn-

veil posed and solvable problem in classical probability1 theory and theory of
12)

stochastic processes ' . Its study is well Motivated in that the first passage

may be the rate limiting step in an activated chemical reaction involving escape

over barrier followed by efficient removal taeavenging] of the escaping species

by a reactant idealized as an absorbing barrier. Thus the mean-first-passage-tlme
2)

should be of considerable significance in calculating the reaction rates
the

Hovever, to the best of/author's knowledge, there is no corresponding treatment

of QUIPP in the literature. Indeed, in the course of several informal discussions

the author has had in recent years vith other worKers, it turned out that the

QUIPP is generally believed to be an ill-posed problem because of the nature of

quantum probability which is linked intimately to the measurement theory. ThuB for

the extreme case of a tvo-state system one argues, and rightly so, that (jtJIPP vould

necessitate, in principle, a continuous observation on the system. This vould imply

infinitely often repeated observations resulting in the blocking of evolution of

the state of the system by the repeated collapse of the -wave function . A possible,

if indirect, approach to QUIFP seems to be the one based on stochastic

quantisation . Since the equivalence of stochastic quantization to standard

quantum mechanics is still in question, it is desirable to have a solution of QUIFF

directly In terms of standard quantum mechanics. Thus motivated, we present the

following formulation and solution of QUIPF in terms of a constrained Feynman

path integral that seems most naturally suited to this problem. Such a constrained

(restricted) path integral has been introduced recently by Auerbach et al. in ft

different context for their path Decomposition Expansion scheme.

To fix ideas and for the sake of clarity, let us begin by considering the

simplest classical stochastic process, namely the Wiener process described in one

dimension by

Ci)

where f{t) ia assumed gaussian and delta-correlated, i.e., <f(t)f(t')> = 2Dfl(t-t').

It is known that x is then a Markovian process with the probability density p

satisfying the diffusion equation
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and the associated transition probability (Green* function) K C^ t" ; xjt') is

This transition probability has the Feynman-Rae path integral representation

y W) -
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• How we can introduce the constrained (restricted) path integral as the one

obtained by summing over a subset of all possible paths. For the classieal^paMage

problem, thus, one defines the restricted propagator K ^ ' (x",t"; x'.t1/*) by

summing over only those paths x 1,t' + x",t" that do not cross the point x > x',xM.

Then the first passage probability P ,' Cx,t/xi,t') is given by

(5)

Here P ^ ' (x. t /x ' . t ' J it gives the probability that the particle starting at x ' . f

will cross x in the time interval [t,t+At} for the first time. The key object

to calculate Is then K^J W. t " ; x ' , t ' /x)- For this one has to solve the Green

function associated with the diffusion Eq.C2) subject to the absorbing boundary

condition at x. This is done readily- by the Method images . We are nov ready to

generalize this classical calculation to the case of

Let us define the restricted propagator "..».



L H —id ^VC?1, where <* denotes-the restriction . Crl that only, paths

that s-tay. to the left of * are to be summed over, Nov̂  if the particle was-

prepared ini t ial ly in state (Ĵ  the ejiolvea wave-function ip ' ^ s

restriction (r) will be

, the ejiolvea wave-function ip .'^subject to the

Here one assumes naturally that

QUIPF is solved by

C7l

'] is non-zero only for x' < x. Then the

CB)

The only remaining question iB how to evaluate the restricted propagator

^Q ' ' x*' t'''x^" I n i^™3. ,of the boundary condition the question is how to

impose the absorbing boundary condition at x. All we have to note is that absorbing

barrier does not reflect and hence we must ensure that only the right-moving wave

appears at the boundary. Thus, we must impose

(9)

where

Thus, K̂  (xi',t",xi ,t'/x) la the solution for the Green function associated with

the Lagrangian L(x,i) subject to the boundary condition (9). This completes our

treatment of $UIPP in, one'1 dimension. Since most barrier problems have one preferred

reaction co-ordinate this is not a serious limitation. Generalization to the '.

multi-dimensional case involves no essential departure. As a pedagogic exercise,

. consider, a .p_articl.e,-confin&d. .initially in an infinite potential well

VCK) = VQ 9(-x) + V1 e[x-a) of width a. The ini t ial state f± may be the ground

state, i .e .

a.
Both V and V are infinite initially. At tiae t c 0 let the barrier

at x = a be switched.off ,i.e,, V̂ ^ * 0. We are noy- interested in the first

passage probability density that the particle reaches- a point x > a. The

corresponding restricted propagator is readily- found to be

<r) at<l"(x">*>x',o/x}*

Substitution from (10) and (ll) in (T) and (8) solves the QUIPP,

We should note in passing that the boundary condition (9) is nothing like

the usual self-adjoint boundary condition. Indeed the restricted wave .function '<P'

may not remain normalized as time passes. This is expected, of course, because of

the absorbing nature ef the boundary condition.

Finally, we would like to comment on the conceptual problem associated with

the continuous observation implicit in the "first passage". The point is that for

a QUIPP it is sufficient to make the continuous observation at the absorbing

boundary to detect the transit of the particle. This does not amount to observlng-

the system continuously. The two-state system, of course, is an exception in that

observing one of them is complementary to and therefore concomitant with observing

the other as there is no tnird possibility. In this case one would expect the

blocking of evolution as stressed by aiituars
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